This paper discusses Minkowski decomposition of convex polygons into their symmetric and totally asymmetric parts. Two di erent types of symmetries are considered: nite order rotations and line re ections. The approach is based on the representation of convex polygons through their perimetric measure.
Introduction
In this paper, the following problem will be addressed: given a compact, convex set P I R 2 , nd a decomposition of the form P = P s P a ; (1) where P s is symmetric in a sense to be speci ed, and where P a is totally asymmetric (i.e., P a does not contain any symmetric parts). Here denotes Minkowski addition. Matheron and Serra (1988) , who considered this problem for the case of central symmetry, used a perimetric representation to obtain such decompositions. In the work of Jourlin and Laget (1988) and Schneider (1989) one can nd related material concerning the Minkowski decomposition of convex sets.
In this paper we show how the approach by Matheron and Serra (1988) can also be used to deal with rotation as well as (line) re ection symmetry. It turns out, however, that these two cases are essentially di erent. In the rotation symmetric case, the perimetric measure of the symmetric part equals the minimum of the corresponding rotations of the perimetric measure of the original shape. In the re ection symmetric case, such a result does not hold, but we are able to present an algorithm which nds the symmetric part with largest area. Although our arguments apply to arbitrary compact, convex sets, we shall restrict ourselves to convex polygons in order to obtain e cient algorithms.
Minkowski addition is one of the basic operations in mathematical morphology (e.g. Heijmans, 1994; Serra, 1982) , where it is used to de ne dilation. Mathematical morphology is a powerful toolbox for (nonlinear) image processing with a solid mathematical foundation. In most cases, speci c hardware for morphological image processing allows only neighborhood operations. Therefore, the problem of decomposing shapes (structuring elements) into smaller parts is relevant with respect to the e cient implementation of morphological routines.
Several authors have been concerned with the problem of decomposing (convex) shapes into simpler ones, both in the continuous (e.g. Ghosh, 1990; Ghosh, 1993; Gr unbaum, 1963; Kanungo and Haralick, 1992 ) and the discrete case (e.g. Ghosh, 1996; Xu, 1991; Zhuang and Haralick, 1986) . Note in particular that every convex polygon in I R 2 can be decomposed into Minkowski sum of segments and triangles (Yaglom and Boltyansky, 1951) .
The paper is organized as follows. Basic notations and de nitions are given in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we present algorithms for polygon decompositions: in Section 3 for rotation symmetry, and in Section 4 for re ection symmetry. Finally, in Section 5 we illustrate our theoretical ndings with some concrete examples and we end with some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
In this section we present some basic notation and terminology which we use in the sequel of the paper. P(I R 2 ), or P for short, denotes the family of convex polygons in I R 2 . As in this paper the exact location of a polygon is irrelevant, we de ne an equivalence relation` ' on P: two polygons P and Q are said to be equivalent, P Q, if they di er only by translation.
A convex polygon P I R 2 can be represented uniquely by specifying the position of one of its vertices and the lengths and directions of all its edges. By p i we denote the length of edge i and by u i the vector orthogonal to this edge: see Figure 1 . The angle between the positive x-axis and u i is denoted by 6 u i . Since the location of P is not important, it is su cient to give the set f(u 1 ; p 1 ); (u 2 ; p 2 ); : : : ; (u n ; p n )g, where n = n P is the number of vertices of P. This set, denoted by M(P), is called the perimetric representation of P. In Figure 1 we give an illustration. We point out that the perimetric measure is a special case of the concept of area measure (see Schneider, 1993) . It is easy to see that, for every convex polygon P, the identity X M(P; u)u = 0;
holds; here the sum is taken over all u for which M(P; u) 6 = 0. Moreover, this equality is su cient for every discrete positive function de ned on the unit circle to be the perimetric measure of a convex polygon. In fact, this relation expresses that the contour of P is closed.
The operation which plays a major role in this paper is . Two important subsets of G are R, the rotations around the origin (which forms a subgroup), and L, the re ections with respect to lines through the origin. This latter collection is not a subgroup. Denote by r the rotation around the origin over angle . If = 2 =m then we speak of a rotation of order m. Denote by` the re ection with respect to the line through the origin which makes an angle with the positive x-axis. We denote this line of re ection by L . Finally, we denote by I G the collection of isometries consisting of all rotations as well as all line re ections.
De nition 1 A transformation e in G is called a symmetry of a polygon P if e(P) P; we also say that P is e-symmetric.
A polygon P I R 2 is called rotation-symmetric of order m if P is r 2 =m -symmetric. If m = 2, then we say that P is central symmetric. Central symmetry has been investigated in detail by Gr unbaum (1963) and Matheron and Serra (1988) . A polygon P is called re ection-symmetric with respect to axis L if P is` -symmetric. It is easy to see that every strongly cyclic transformation of order m is also cyclic. The converse is not true, however. Finite-order rotations are strongly cyclic, whereas line re ections are cyclic (of order 2), but not strong. Note, furthermore, that g ?1 eg is (strongly) cyclic if e is (strongly) cyclic and g 2 G.
De nition 2 (a)
perimetric measure of a convex polygon, which we denote by Q. Now, for every u 2 S This yields that Q is totally e-asymmetric. We write P e a := Q. Observe that P e a = P if P is totally e-asymmetric. The following result has been established. Proposition 2 If e is a strongly cyclic transformation of order m and if P is an arbitrary convex polygon, then P can be decomposed as P P e s P e a ; (9) where P e s is e-symmetric and P e a is totally e-asymmetric. The perimetric measures of P e s and P e a are respectively given by M(P e s ; u) = min k=0;1;:::;m?1 M(P; e k (u)) M(P e a ; u) = M(P; u) ? M(P e s ; u):
The polygon P is totally e-asymmetric (i.e., P e a P) if and only if (7) holds. Note that in the latter case P e s f0g.
See Figure 7 for an illustration.
The decomposition in (9) is a generalization of a result by Matheron and Serra (1988) where they consider the central symmetric case.
Re ection decomposition
When we consider line re ections, the decomposition problem is more di cult. Namely, in this case, the function M given by (8) is not the perimetric measure of a convex polygon, in general, since (2) is not satis ed. Here we shall describe an algorithm which, for a given line re ection e =` , yields a unique decomposition P P e s P e a ; (11) such that P e s is` -symmetric and has largest possible area. The basic idea is captured by Figure 2 Notice that u +i + u 0 +i is directed along L in the positive direction, whereas u ?i + u 0 ?i is directed along L in the negative direction. Relation (12) expresses that the collection consisting of the pairs (u +i ; p +i ); (u 0 +i ; p +i ); (u ?j ; p ?j ); (u 0 ?j ; p ?j ), along with (u 0 ; p 0 ); (u 0 0 ; p 0 ) (if present), de nes a perimetric measure. In general, there will be more than one solution to (12) . We have to nd the solution for which the area of the resulting polygon P e s is maximal.
We with the left part of a convex polygon (see Figure 3) . The idea is to`complete' this polygon to the right by adding vectors with direction u +i ; u 0 +i and length p +i q +i until (12) It remains to be shown that Algorithm 1 yields the unique decomposition with P e s having maximal area. This is demonstrated by the following two observations. First we explain that, starting with a perimetric set M ( rst line of Algorithm 1) the algorithm yields the polygon with maximal area whose perimetric set contains M. The set M yields a left part of an` -symmetric polygon. Our algorithm extends this polygon rightwards in a symmetric fashion, but it does so by choosing a path from point A on L ? (see Figure 3) to the line L which has smallest descent, thus maximizing the area. This means that our algorithm is optimal if we can show that the initial choice for M is optimal; see Thus we have shown that Algorithm 1 yields the decomposition in (11) where P e s has maximal area. See Figure 7 for an illustration.
Proposition 3 Given a line re ection e =` and a convex polygon P, there exists a solution of (11) such that P e s is` -symmetric and has largest possible area, if and only if k 1; l 1, and the set S Observe that, when the assumptions above are not satis ed, then the algorithm yields an M which is empty or M = f(u 0 ; p 0 ); (u 0 0 ; p 0 )g depending on whether the vectors u 0 ; u 0 0 exist or not. In the rst case, there does not exist a decomposition, in the second case we nd that P e s is a line segment, which has zero area.
For most angles the condition in Proposition 3 will not be satis ed. To nd an upper estimate for the number of angles which have to be checked if P contains n = n P vertices, we have to consider the angles i;j = 1 2 ( 6 u i + 6 u j )mod , with 1 j i n. Namely, u j is the re ection of u i with respect to the line that makes an angle i;j with the positive x-axis. An angle is a candidate solution if there exists at least two pairs i 1 ; j 1 and i 2 ; j 2 such that i 1 ;j 1 = i 2 ;j 2 = . Furthermore, it is not allowed that both i 1 = j 1 and i 2 = j 2 . An upper bound for the number of candidates is 1 2 P n i=1 i = 1 4 n(n + 1), where n = n P .
Examples and concluding remarks
In this nal section we present some concrete examples to illustrate our results.
Let us consider rst an example which illustrates the decomposition according to Algorithm 1.
Consider the polygon P depicted in Figure 4 is not a perimetric representation. To extract the perimetric representation from this set we apply Algorithm 1.
Since vector S ? is shorter than S + , the initial set M contains only vectors from the left half-plane; see Figure 5 (b). At the rst step of the algorithm we add two vectors from the right half-plane (see Figure 5(c) ). At the second and last step we add a part of the third vector from the right half-plane. The resulting perimetric measure is shown in Figure 5(d) . This perimetric measure de nes a re ection symmetric polygon (Figure 6 ) which is the solution of the decomposition problem with respect to the xed re ection plane. In Figure 7 we depict a convex polygon and three decompositions associated with three di erent symmetries: rotation over 180 (central symmetry), rotation over 120 , and re ection with respect to the vertical axis.
At rst glance, one might expect that the triangle which represents the symmetric part with respect to rotation over 120 , should be contained in the symmetric part with respect to the line re ection. However, as we explained, our algorithm corresponding with line re ections yields the decomposition in which the symmetric part has maximal area: as a result, not the entire triangle is included in the symmetrical part but only part of it.
Having achieved a decomposition like in (9) or (11), we can de ne a functional : P E ! 0; 1] by (P; e) = V (P e s )
V (P ) ; (14) where V (P ) denotes the area of P, and where E consists of all nite order rotations (in (9)) or line re ections (in (11)). Heijmans and Tuzikov (1996) have shown that has the following properties for P 2 P; e 2 E:
(1) (P; e) = (P 0 ; e) if P P 0 ;
(2) (P; e) = (e k (P ); e), k 1;
(3) (P; e) = 1 i P is e-symmetric; (4) (P; e) = (h(P ); heh ?1 ), h 2 I.
We call functionals which satisfy these properties and which, in addition, are continuous in the rst variable with respect to the Hausdor metric, I-invariant E-symmetry measures (see Heijmans and Tuzikov, 1996). Note, however, that de ned in (14) is not continuous. We present a systematic treatment of symmetry measures for convex sets based on Minkowski addition and the Brunn-Minkowski inequality (see Heijmans and Tuzikov, 1996) .
